FSC 2000
print

Foreword
With the FSC 2000 print you have acquired a modern and
high-quality measuring instrument.
The FSC 2000 print drives along the test path to be
measured with a coated glider and in this way determines
precise measurement values on the static and sliding
friction of floor coverings. By regular control of the floor
surface, changes in the properties of the floor can be
recognized in time and accident preventive measures be
instituted.The FSC 2000 print in this way contributes to the
effective prevention of accidents by slipping.
Read this manual carefully. It contains important directions
for the implementation of the FSC 2000 print.

Activation code:

Please contact your
manufacturer to
get the activation
code for your device.
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1. Activation
The FSC 2000 is delivered with a 3-digit security code. The
device can be operated for about 4 weeks without limitation.
After 4 weeks, the FSC 2000 will function for another 14 days,
but will but will the expiring term with the message “limited
operating time” in the display when the device is turned off. The
FSC 2000 will subsequently be locked, and the message “Device
locked” appears in the display. Only after the activation code has
been entered can the instrument be used again.
Activation of the FSC 2000:

Press key P
Unit data

▼
unlocking

✓
unlocking-code:
(
0)

✓
unlocking-code:
0

▼
unlocking-code:
123

✓
unlocking-code:
(
123)

To activate the FSC 2000,
press the key P, to call up
the device menu. Select the
activation menu with the key ▼
and confirm with ✔. Press ✔
again to activate the activation
menu. Push the key ▲ until
your code appears in the
display, then confirm with ✔.
The blockage of the FSC 2000
has been removed.

2. Survey of the instrument
Control panel

Start:
You can save 3 measurement programs with the FSC
2000. These are started by pressing key 1, 2 or 3.
Print:
By pressing key 1, the measurement parameters/
measurement results are printed out.
By pressing key 2, the FSC 2000 prints out the measurement parameters/measurement results as well as a
graphical measurement diagram.
By pressing the P key, the device menu of the FSC 2000
can be called up.
To avoid accidental commands, keep the keys pressed for
at least 2 seconds.

3. Device menu
3-1 Navigation
P
		✓
		▼
		
		
		

▼

▼

Activate device menu
Call up submenu/activate menu
Proceed to next menu
Return to previous menu
Return to main menu/exit device menu, save changed 		
values.

Unit data

▼
This menu is for activation, if your device is
secured.

Unlocking

▼
Adjust display

Change the display settings
(brightness/contrast).

▼
measure setting s

Program the 3 start keys.

▼
D ata / time

Set date/time.

▼
Language:
(1) = English

Change the language.

▼
Turn signal tone on/off.

Sound
(0)

▼
Unit of measures
cm/inch (cm)

Preselect the unit of measurement.

▼
Print parameter s
(print? ✔ )

Print the measurement parameters.

3. Device menu
In the following example, the measurement path will be set from
250 cm to 150 cm. Input and confirmation, however, can be
applied to all other menus in the same manner.

meas. method 1:
(Standard DCOF 1)

Press key P

▼

▼

contact time
(
0)s

.
.
.
measure settings

1:

▼
✓

Distance
(250 cm)

1:

✓
Distance
250 cm

1:

▼
Distance
150 cm

1:

✓

Storing...

▼

▼

measure settings

Distance
(150) cm

1:

3. Device menu
3-2

Display settings

Brightness and contrast of the display can be adjusted as
required. The factory default settings are 30 % for contrast and
70 % for brightness. This setting assures a good readability.
3-3

Set date/time

The date and time are set to MET as default. They can be
corrected in the device menu, as required.

3-4

Change language

The FSC 2000 is delivered with a German-language menu
navigation, but can be reset to the languages available at
present.
3-5

Signal tone

A signal tone, which serves as a “drive alarm” during
measurements, can be activated in this menu.

3-6

Select unit of measurement

The device is preset to cm, but can be reset to inch, w.o.

3. Device menu

3-7 Measurement programs
Each of the three start keys can be individually programmed with
the different test methods, scalings, measuremet paths and
glider delay times.

Test methods:

The 5 following test methods are available for selection:
Standard1:
the glider is lowered, measurement starts.
Standard2:
like Standard1, but with static friction measurement.
Static friction measurement1:
the FSC 2000 carries out 3 friction measurements with a
preset delay time.
Static friction measurement2:
the FSC 2000 carries out 5 friction measurements with a
preset delay time.
Flying start:
the FSC 2000 starts the measurement, but doesn’t drive down
the glider until after about 20 cm of the measuring section.

Delay time:

A delay time of 1 to 999 seconds between measurements
can be preselected.

3. Device menu
Measurement path:

A measurement path of between 15 cm and 10 m can be
preselected. The factory default settings for the 3 start keys
are 30 cm, 60 cm and 100 cm.

Scalings:

Depending on the area of use, 8 different scalings are available:

Wuppertal 1997:
Division according to the Wuppertal Safety Standards 1997

Si-Grenzwert

3. Gerätemenü
bfu Schweiz:
Scale according to cap/EMPA, Switzerland, state 1998

Berufsgen.:
Division according to the German Berufsgenossenschaft

Amerika:
Division according to American standard

3. Gerätemenü
Wet areas:
Division wet barefoot area according to preliminary standard

Wuppertaler Safety Standards:
Division according to the Wuppertal Safety Standards

Standard 0,1
Division 0,1 - 1

4. Printing the parameter/measurement results
The FSC 2000 is equipped with a high-speed thermal printer
for printing all measurement parameters and measurement
results.
By pressing the key Print 1, a protocol can be printed out
after each measurement. If a graphical measurement value
diagram is desired, this can be printed by pressing the key
Print 2.

5. The gliders
4 measurement gliders belong to the standard equipment of
the FSC 2000 print:
Leather (red)		
		
Plastic (blue)		

original sole leather (RAL 061A) for 		
all dry measurements
original shoe sole, dry and wet areas

Rubber (black)		

special rubber, dry and wet areas

Uncoated (white)		

for customer-specific coating

Prior to the measurement operation, insert the appropriate
glider in the holder on the underside of the device.
Clean heavily sailed gliders before measurement
operations!
Provided in every glider is a microchip for recording glider
data. Saved here are the coating, date of manufacture and
also the number and total path of the conducted measurements.
When worn down, the gliders can be recoated at the factory.

6.

Measuring with the FSC 2000

Dry measurement:
After inserting the glider on the underside of the device, place
the device on the floor and press one of the three start keys.
The FSC 2000 starts the measurement operation. The calculated mean friction value and the covered path will then be
displayed for 6 seconds. These measurement values can be
printed out and archived.
Wet measurement:
For wet measurements, insert the sponge in the underside
of the device and fill with about 5 ccm of water with the supplied syringe.
Once the measurement has been started, the FSC 2000 display indicates the friction and glide friction in a wet state of the
floor. The measured values can also be printed out.

7. Assessing the measurement results
The FSC 2000 measures the friction coefficients, i.e. a physical magnitude, and displays it. The division found on the
measurement protocol corresponds to the Wuppertal safety
threshold values for safeguarding against slipping. They serve
as an orientation for assessing slip-proofness. This does not,
however, enable a generally valid statement to be made, as in
this respect the legal stipulations for the respective measurement site need to be taken into account.
Wuppertal safety threshold values:
above		 - µ 0,64 very safe
µ 0,43 - µ 0,63 safe
µ 0,30 - µ 0,42 conditionally safe
µ 0,22 - µ 0,29 unsafe
µ 0,00 - µ 0,21 extremely unsafe
For dance floors, e.g., a friction coefficient of 0.5 is definitely
too high. For gymnasia, on the other hand, it represents the
bottom limit.
DIN 18032 Part 2 specifies friction values of 0.5 - 0.7 for
gymnasia, measured with a leather glider.
For parquet and wood floors, friction values of 0.3 - 0.4 are
recommended.
In accordance with GUV 26.17 (wetness encumbered barefoot
areas), a differentiation is made between three assessments
groups, which can be converted into corresponding friction
numbers:
A:
B:
C:

µ > 0,21
µ > 0,32
µ > 0,44

7. Assessing the measurement results
Representive measurement results are obtained by regular
control of the floor surfaces. In particular, the trend over a
longer period of time can be inferred there from and floor care
thereby optimized. There are professional firms, for instance,
that offer slip-inhibiting detergents and floor restoration measures.
In addition of the measurement values, the visual inpression
the floor makes on those walking on it. A marble floor polished
to high gloss will automatically be trod on with extreme care,
whereas synthetic floors convey a subconscious feeling of
security. See the worse when the floor turns out to be more
slippery than it appears. This holds in like manner for wet
floors. A visitor to a swimming pool is conscious of the particular hazard and adapts his gait accordingly. Dangerous are
floors whose slip-proofness is significantly decreases when
wet.

8. Friction
Friction is the force needed to pull a body across a surface.
The friction coefficient (friction number) indicates the relationship between the tractive force Fz and the weight G of the
body. The friction coefficient indicates only the relationship and
does therefore not have a physical unit.
A differentiation is made between two values:
Static friction: This needs to be overcome in order to move
the body for the first time. To keep the body moving, only the
sliding friction still needs to be overcome. The physical designations are:
coefficient of static friction
coefficient of sliding friction
A few examples:			
car tires, dry street		
car tires, icy street		
steel on steel (railway)		

µ
°
µ

µ		
°
0,65		
<0,2		
0,15		

µ
0,45
<0,2
0,12

For most material combinations µ is greater than µ. The
°
friction coefficients have to be determined separately for
each material combination, since conclusions based on
other values are not possible.
The classical method for determining the static friction coefficient is the inclined plane. Here, the angle of inclination is
increased until the body begins to slide. Here the angle is a
measure for the friction coefficient.
This method has two disadvantages:
- It cannot be implemented on floors that have already
been laid.
- As a result of the inclination of the plane the natural
horizontal gait of a person is not simulated true to
form.

9.

The function of the FSC 2000

The FSC 2000 runs with its own drive and thereby pulls the
measuring glider across the surface to be measured. Owing to
an internal weight, the bearing load on the glider is constantly at 24N. The glider generates a stress factor on the DMS
bar which is measured and evaluated. To obtain measurement
results which are as close to practice as possible, the electronics control the drive speed of the FSC 2000 to 0.2m/s.

10. Care and maintenance
10-1 Thermal printer

The thermal printer is equipped with a 25m-long diagram roll.
The end is indicated by a black discoloration. To change the
paperroll, please follow the instructions on the inside of the lid
of the device.

10-2 Drive wheels

The drive wheels are equipped with a special rubber, which
assures optimum adhesion on all floors.
The wheels should occasionally be cleaned with a household
cleaner. They can be removed after taking off the side cover.

10-3 Recharging the storage battery

The measuring instrument is equipped with a rechargeable,
closed, gel storage battery with a capacity of 12V/2Ah. For
recharging, a plug-in power pack (230V / 18V / 500mA) is
included in the scope of delivery. The recharge time is about
10 hours with this plug-in power pack. The FSC 2000 is equipped with an overcharge protection, so that an overloading of
the battery is excluded.

10-4 Maintenance of the FSC 2000

In order to assure precise measurements, a customer service
by the factory should be done after every 3000 measurement
operations or after two years at the latest.
Always return the FSC 2000 print with the complete scope of
delivery, as only in this way can a check of the measuring precision be assured! (see Technical data / scope of delivery)

10. Care and maintenance
10-5 Calibrating the FSC 2000:
Place the FSC 2000 on the back panel (see fig. 2). When calibrating the FSC 2000 the device needs to stand completely
still. Exchange the glider for the calibration weight (see fig. 1).
When the key P is pressed, the FSC 2000 will automatically recognize the calibration weight and open the calibration
menu. Confirm the calibration with Yes (✔ key). The FSC 2000
will then calibrate itself and switch off.

Press key P for 2 seconds
Calibrate?
No
Yes

✓

Calibrating
+0%
24.2N
Calibration OK
+0%
25.0N

Fig.1					

Fig.2

11. Technische Daten
Dimensions:

288 x 177 x 113mm

Weight:

7.5kg

Ambient conditions:

Storage:
Operation:

-20/+85 degrees Celsius
5%-85% rH without condensation
+0-+40 degrees Celsius
10%-80% rH without condensation

Chassis:

4-wheel chassis with rear jointed cross-shaft axle

Speed:

200mm/s, electronically controlled

Modes:

dry / wet measuring

Gliders:

motorized lowering, 4 different types with
internal microchip for data registration

Bearing load of glider:

24N

Power supply:

12V storage battery, capacity for about 200
measurements with print-out

Sensor:

DMS system (stress measurement strips),
precision: 2% v.E.

Operation:

operator control in two-line LCD display, various
languages;
battery status indication, overcharge and slip switch-off

Printer:

high-speed thermal printer;
paper length: 25m, paper width: 80m

Print-out:

Standard print-out
Ext. print-out:
Copy function:

Scope of delivery:

date, time, glider designation,
min/max values, mean value
as above, with measurement
value diagram
for several print-outs of
a measurement

complete FSC 2000 device,
4 gliders (leather, rubber, synthetic, uncoated)
1 battery charger for internal storage battery
2 foam inserts for wet measurement, 1 plastic syringe
1 roll measurement paper
1 full-aluminum case
1 instruction manual

Elcon GmbH
Alte Landstraße 5
D-85521 Ottobrunn
Tel. : 089 / 63 266 826
Fax.: 089 / 63 266 827

